Transport phenomena in the Knudsen layer near an evaporating surface.
Using the combination of the kinetic theory of gases (KTG), Boltzmann transport equation (BTE), and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, we study the transport phenomena in the Knudsen layer near a planar evaporating surface. The MD simulation is first used to validate the assumption regarding the anisotropic velocity distribution of vapor molecules in the Knudsen layer. Based on this assumption, we use the KTG to formulate the temperature and density of vapor at the evaporating surface as a function of the evaporation rate and the mass accommodation coefficient (MAC), and we use these vapor properties as the boundary conditions to find the solution to the BTE for the anisotropic vapor flow in the Knudsen layer. From the study of the evaporation into a vacuum, we show the ratio of the macroscopic speed of vapor to the most probable thermal speed of vapor molecules in the flow direction will always reach the maximum value of sqrt[1.5] at the vacuum boundary. The BTE solutions predict that the maximum evaporation flux from a liquid surface at a given temperature depends on both the MAC and the distance between the evaporating surface and the vacuum boundary. From the study of the evaporation and condensation between two parallel plates, we show the BTE solutions give good predictions of transport phenomena in both the anisotropic vapor flow within the Knudsen layer and the isotropic flow out of the Knudsen layer. All the predictions from the BTE are verified by the MD simulation results.